
2Way Release Notes - 6.4.2020 

Backend v1.91 (Backend only release) 

(BE) - Backend only change 

Indicates changes from previous release notes. 

Improvements - Backend 

‣ Reports Chat message - If a chat message is received from a user on a report, a 
notification is added in the Recent activity feed on the Dashboard. Filter switch added 
also for Recent activity  to allow enabling/disabling of these notification. If they are 
disabled, a summary of unread messages is displayed. 
Furthermore, a column has been added in All Reports to show if a reports has unread 
message. Please find some screenshots below. 

‣ Ckeditor updated to v4.13.1 

‣ Adding images as a thumbnail with content and profile had restrictions on size and 
dimensions. We have implemented a build in mechanism to reduce file size if excessively 
large and added crop feature where applicable to reduce nuisance caused when adding 
an image. 

Fixes 

‣ Fixed. Editing Destination details on iPad had the “VIEW” button not visible. 

‣ Fixed. In some cases, notification was received twice. 

‣ Fixed. Mange/Airline groups. “Can View” was not in alphabetical order. 

‣ Fixed. Reports/Status messages. The count for each status message didn’t decrease 
when changed. 

‣ Fixed. Events - Date column format not correct 

‣ Fixed. Documents. I some cases, documents wouldn’t load when ending had .PDF in all 
capital letters. 

‣

Supported operating systems 

‣ iOs 10 and up 

‣ Android 5.0 (Lollipop) and up 
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Reports Chat message

New “Comments” column added to show if there are 
unreaad chat messages.

Status line showing when last comment received when 
comments have been disabled from feed.

When comments enabled in feed, all inbound 
comments are shown in the feed.
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